Greetings to all of our Satanic Family,

I wanted to write to everyone about a few things to keep in mind. The Joy of Satan is global, and we have many people who live in oppressed territories. These can range all the way from territories where one is severely not accepted to even be of our faith, all the way to places where the Governments can be after someone for their religious beliefs and convictions.

In the modern system you can be: Balenciaga Pedophile, Fake Neo Nazi who wants to gas 60 trillion muh Auschwitz, Kamikazi Jihad Taliban, Human hating mass extinction Klaus Schwab vermin, Anthony "Oh the deaths are not rising because of the vaccine" Fauci, Christian Doomsday enforcer, Talmudic "2800 slaves will be owned by all jews when the Messiah arrives" Messianic Rabbi, Sam Bankman Fried "I stole 32 billion from the goy lol" kike - whatever.

Yet you still somehow cannot practice or have any "strange ideas" such as our own. In particular, as strange ideas we have any ideas that don't conform to the paradigm of falling on your knees and worshiping either Jesus the Jew or his tribal compatriots. This is the red line of the current system, the interests of the protected group which creates endless decay but has to be taken seriously and not as lunatics for centuries now.

The reality of the above is the case for our States and Nations but also Moral and Ethical code which have been subverted to serve this select tribe. Karl Marx would define his own as the "Ruling Class". This (now falling) ruling class, has been for centuries trying to censor, destroy, defame and slander everyone and use all means at its disposal to hide itself and enforce its corrupted paradigm of allowing itself to persecute all its enemies, through also using States, Nations, Religions and everything else as proxies, while making it always appear like they had nothing to do with it.

Now their time is going towards the end, so intensifying their constant practices even after everyone knows about them is the usual. Yet the brutality that vermin taught to the world is still present itself in many places, in particular in those who follow the Communist and the Islam ideology.

They try to hopelessly gnaw upon the backbone of civilized society once again, to turn everything to places like the above. Therefore, systematic attacks on Free Speech, Freedom of Religion or Freedom of Assembly are their playbook cards at all times.
In certain Nations, the lunatics inspired by these systems are unhinged. Just as unhinged as Joe Biden's son or Klaus Schwab, but actually more unhinged than that.

In places like China or Iran, the chase is still on. We must not let our guard down. We must show sympathy and a valiant heart at the face of these monsters.

Father Satan and the Gods never in history forced people to believe in them. There was never a religious "war" to cut people down and force them by the power of the sword to believe. That's why it took an enormous amount of enemy actions for Ancient people to even consider they were under threat from them, because tolerance and holiness was actually on the highest level, and people did not expect forces to do evil to others because of their "beliefs". Everyone knew the Gods to be the same.

The first transformation and use of "religion" as a weapon of destruction happens by the Jews in their own faith against everyone else, and later on in Rome, through the creation of a contagion named Christianity. Brutality, ignorance, lack of education, foolishness, pipe dreams, all came to become central aspects of this. This abomination later bore Islam, an even more perverted program which deals with death. And as all these abominations furthered themselves, violent systems like Communism and Atheism in the form of institutionalized Communism did arise further. Humanity since has been bled.

Satanic Freemasonry and other enlightened people understood after 15 plus centuries of superstition and bloodshed that this has to stop. As such, after stern and century old efforts, the Alexander system of religious tolerance for all people was put in practice again in the "New Nation" of the United States, France, and in general Europe. Out of the darkness of the above, we have not exited fully, but eventually we will. Yet we have to fight for this and not sleep a single day.

The reason we also are waging spiritual and information war, is to maintain these freedoms and build upon them, so that the age of darkness and vice must end. Humanity can then return peacefully into a state of understanding and go towards the Gods again, away from the values of anti-holiness the enemy has introduced.

The enemy is still active, and some of our own are living behind enemy lines. Most "Westerners" or people who live in blessed places where the light is plentiful, might not even imagine how this is, but in other places, light is not that plentiful and there is still a void.

Our people are still chased down. The Joy of Satan is here to protect people as much as possible. Ironically, we are the least hostile people and the representatives of the foundational values of freedom. We do not proselytize. Yet, as our Nations are infected with testaments of darkness, many oftentimes go out of their way to go after us simply over the choice of our beliefs, especially in oppressive Nations.
Recently, I was informed that our rights are not respected. I cannot go into details. The enemy attacks the weak, and those that they oppress. "Allah" is so powerful he cannot make people believe in him, and lunatics with a poor and deficient mind can only use violence to try to get their way and enforce compliance.

In regards to Islam, we will settle accounts with this hoax. As they believe "so much" in the "all powerful", they do not seem to be able to follow that faith with letting go and piousness. Will "God" save anyone from when Islam will fall in the coming century? What about the ever growing amount of millions who wake up and seek their past or are evolving in thought?

The only response Islam has for this is bloodshed and stupidity, nothing else. We Satanists want peace, but we will not tolerate these light extinguishers to go after us.

They are devoid of all light and cannot do any good, for they exist away in the darkness of ignorance, where only the sword is the rule. Likewise, I want to add that whomever attacks any of our own anywhere, as energy has no limits and no borders, you should think twice about doing this.

I would ask that everyone here spends a few minutes of their day to do just a few repetitions like x10 of Algiz or Sowilo, and affirm:

"Members and dedicated Spiritual Satanists from Iran and China and in any religiously oppressive land are always safe, protected and safeguarded in every way. They can practice Spiritual Satanism in peace and advance without impediment in the Spiritual path". - You can affirm this once or three times.

Please continue the above for 3 to 5 consecutive days.